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The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

WHAT OUR CHINESE FUTURE LOOKS LIKE By James Reed
     The Australian intellectual chattering class want to be part of Asia, and given Chinese migration, especially 
via the student university immigration superhighway, that means Australia will ultimately be Chinese. Forget 
English, the monarchy and all that: think China. So what will life be like for the whites who exist? Why, they will 
live as Chinese do! Since it is against the law to object in any way to the genocide of Anglo-Saxon traditions, let 
us shake the dust of death from our sandals and move on. What will life be like in the new Chinaustralia?

“When Liu Hu recently tried to book a flight, he was told he was banned from flying because he was on the 
list of untrustworthy people. Liu is a journalist who was ordered by a court to apologize for a series of tweets 
he wrote and was then told his apology was insincere. “I can’t buy property. My child can’t go to a private 
school,” he said. “You feel you’re being controlled by the list all the time.” And the list is now getting longer 
as every Chinese citizen is being assigned a social (DIS-ed)credit score — a fluctuating rating based on a range 
of behaviors. It’s believed that community service and buying Chinese-made products can raise your score. 
Fraud, tax evasion and smoking in non-smoking areas can drop it. China does this by setting up a network of 
cameras that have advanced facial recognition AIs. They see you when you are sleeping. They know when 
you’re awake. You’d better not shout or they’re gonna make you cry. Stalker Claus is coming to town. The 
fear, of course, it that the government may use this social (DIS-ed)credit scoring system to punish people that 
it deems not sufficiently loyal to the communist party.... And trying to clear your name or fight your score is 
nearly impossible, because there’s no due process.”  http://www.amerika.org/politics/chinese-faceberg-torture/ 

That is “social (DIS-ed)credit” Chinese style. And, there is no reason not to suppose that this is our future.
After all, it is the present reality, so how is that going to change any time so? My friend, hard times are ahead of 
us, perhaps the hardest anyone has known.         ***

THE ANGER OF THE MILLENNIALS By Tom North

     With every article, most of the writers here struggle with existential despair, in the face of impending doom 
and destruction of all that is worthwhile. Searching for signs of resistance is a weary task. Nevertheless, the 
young generation, the millennials, are beginning to show the early signs of resistance, and they certainly hate the 
Baby Boomers for eating up all the good things in their narcissistic quest for self-realisation:

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-millennials/exclusive-democrats-lose-ground-with-millennials-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN1I10YH
“Enthusiasm for the Democratic Party is waning among millennials as its candidates head into the crucial 
midterm congressional elections, according to the Reuters/Ipsos national opinion poll. The online survey 
of more than 16,000 registered voters ages 18 to 34 shows their support for Democrats over Republicans 
for Congress slipped by about 9 percentage points over the past two years, to 46 percent overall. And they 
increasingly say the Republican Party is a better steward of the economy.  Although nearly two of three 
young voters polled said they do not like Republican President Donald Trump, their distaste for him does not 
necessarily extend to all Republicans or translate directly into votes for Democratic congressional candidates. 
... “Young voters represent an opportunity and a risk for both parties”, said Donald Green, a political science 
professor at Columbia University in New York City. “They’re not as wedded to one party,” Green said. 
“They’re easier to convince than, say, your 50- or 60-year-olds who don’t really change their minds...”

This represents fertile ground for Social Creditors. The millenials have no secure future and automation promises 
a precarious life. The Social Credit message has never been so important to take out into the community.  
Use our website TheCross-Roads.ORG to harden up your communication skills, then take it out - ed. ***
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WEATHER, CARBON DIOXIDE AND CLIMATE CHANGE By Viv Forbes
     There are three big drivers of weather for any place 
on Earth – the latitude, the local environment and solar 
system cycles. The biggest weather factor is latitude – 
are you in the torrid, temperate or frigid zone? These 
climatic zones are defined by the intensity of heat 
delivered to Earth’s surface by the sun.
     In the Torrid Zone the sun is always high in the sky. 
It is generally hot, often moist, with low atmospheric 
pressure, muggy conditions and abundant rain and 
storms, some severe. Places close to the Equator get two 
summers per year (just one long summer) and very little 
winter. Further from the equator there are two seasons 
- “The Wet” and “The Dry”. The Torrid Zone produces 
many equatorial rain forests but also contains some 
deserts. Most people dream of vacations or retirement 
in the warm zone. The Temperate Zone is cooler with 
more distinct seasons and sometimes severe droughts 
and floods. The granaries of the world lie within it. But 
the belt of sub-tropical high pressure zones also produces 
most of the world’s great deserts. The Frigid Zone has 
low humidity and high atmospheric pressure, with 
just two seasons (one cool, with a sun that never sets, 
followed by a long, cold, dark, sunless winter). Only a 
few foolish people long for expansion of the frigid zone.
The second weather-maker is the local environment - 
geography, topography, winds, ocean currents and human 
activity.
     Oceans dominate Earth’s surface and its weather. How 
near is the ocean with its moist changeable atmosphere 
and ocean currents? These can be warm, cold or variable. 
Sea-side places have less extremes of temperature and 
highlands are generally cooler than lowlands. Lands on 
the ocean side of mountains have more precipitation 
and forest vegetation while those behind the hills lie 
in rain shadows and have more grasslands and deserts. 
Winds generally create or define weather. The rotation 
of the Earth generates semi-permanent trade winds 
which have an easterly component on the surface in 
both hemispheres. These are modified by convectional 
cells of rising and falling air created by differences in 
solar heating of Earth’s surface by the sun. Winds, ocean 
currents and ocean over-turnings combine to create 
longer term weather-makers such as El Nino. Contour 
maps of air pressure (isobars) are one of the most useful 
tools for short-term weather forecasting, and they can 
have daily or seasonal predictability.
     Intense human activity also affects local weather. 
Mega-cities and urban sprawl generate and concentrate 
heat, producing their own artificial heat islands. People, 
houses, buses, trains, cars, trucks, aeroplanes, factories, 
motors, generators, stoves, heaters, coolers, concrete, 
bitumen and landfill all generate, absorb, reflect, exhaust 
or radiate heat. As many temperature recording stations 
are located in or near such islands of man-made heat, this 

has distorted calculations of “global temperature”. The 
third weather-maker relates to cycles in the solar system.
     The daily rotation of Earth produces night and day 
with cold, fogs or frosts at dawn, warmer afternoons 
and the daily tides.  It also influences surface wind 
direction, producing areas subject to the trade winds, 
the roaring forties or the doldrums. The monthly lunar 
cycle produces tides in the atmosphere, in the oceans 
and in Earth’s crust – these affect winds, weather cycles, 
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. The phases and 
orbit of the moon affect the moon/sun forces of gravity 
to reinforce or reduce the tides, creating Spring Tides, 
King Tides, Neap Tides and Slack Water. Funnell-shaped 
bays can magnify tides to create powerful Tidal Bores. 
The annual cycle of Earth around the Sun produces the 
seasons from summer to winter, with more extreme 
seasonal effects over land than over oceans.
     The 22 year sunspot cycle affects the frequency of 
droughts and floods. A lack of sunspots correlates with 
periods like the Little-Ice-Age. Periodic reductions in the 
sun’s Earth-shielding magnetic field allow more cosmic 
rays to strike the Earth, creating more clouds, more 
shading of Earth’s surface and producing colder, cloudier 
weather. The longer Milankovitch solar system cycles 
trigger warm eras like today’s Holocene and glacial eras 
like the one that ended just 12,000 years ago. Trying to 
calculate something called “global average temperature” 
from this massive variety of ever-changing data covering 
diverse locations, elevations, times and weather is an 
exercise in statistical sophistry – either meaningless or 
misleading.
     “Climate” is just the notional 30 year average of 
weather, so climate is controlled by the same big three 
factors that drive weather. Notice one thing about the 
three big drivers of weather – not one is measurably 
affected by the trace amount of carbon dioxide gas in the 
atmosphere. Never does a daily weather forecast mention 
CO2, and never do weather-watching farmers or sailors 
note daily measurements of CO2. However, there are over 
one hundred massive computerised climate forecasting 
models run by bureaucracies that use CO2 as a key driver, 
with variable inputs and rules, and differing results. No 
one knows which model may have stumbled onto an 
accurate climate forecast.
     CO2 is a rare (0.04%) colourless natural atmospheric 
gas. It does not generate any heat – it just moves heat 
around. In the atmosphere, it may slightly reduce the 
solar radiation that reaches the surface, thus producing 
cooler days; and it may slightly reduce night-time 
radiative cooling, thus producing warmer nights. The 
net effect is probably a tiny net warming at night, in 
winter and in polar regions – all of which are probably 
welcomed by most people. Even this tiny effect reduces 
rapidly as CO2 levels rise.  (continued next page)
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(continued from previous page) This effect is not used by any 
practical weather forecaster. The theory that human 
production of carbon dioxide can control global climate 
is totally unproven and looks absurd. Past records show 
that long term variations in atmospheric CO2 content 
are more a result of temperature changes than a cause of 
them.
     Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is the key nutrient 
of our carbon-based life on Earth. It has always been 
there, usually much more of it than now. It is nothing 
to be scared about. If it increases, the net effects will be 
highly beneficial for all life on Earth. It is time to stop 
the carbon dioxide scare stories. It is also time to stop 
wasting community money on politically motivated 
research and theories which try to forecast future climate 
with mis-directed carbon-centric computer models.
But what about “Climate Change” and “Extreme 
Weather” the boogie-men used to frighten children into 
worship of the Green Gods? It is also time to cease the 
vain belief that politicians can change Earth’s climate 
with laws, taxes, subsidies, international jamborees, 
windmills, solar panels, electric cars or batteries.

     Change is the natural order of things on Earth, and all 
records are destined to be equalled or broken. From the 
first ray of morning sunshine to the frosts at midnight, 
temperature is always changing - every minute, every 
day and every year, at every place on earth. The Earth 
keeps turning, the planets interact, asteroids come and 
go, and that big glowing pulsing nuclear reactor in the 
sky keeps moving towards the next phase of its turbulent 
but finite life.
     Moving to the rhythm of celestial cycles, seas will 
rise and fall, corals will be drowned or stranded, ice 
sheets will come and go, droughts and floods will 
recur, forests, grasslands and deserts will expand and 
contract, earthquakes and volcanoes will shake the Ring 
of Fire, tsunamis will crash onto coasts, lava will pour 
from ocean trenches and continental rifts and weak or 
unprepared species will be extinguished while others take 
their place on Earth’s stage.
     No level of carbon taxes or emission targets will 
stop Earth’s climate from changing. Nature rules, not 
politicians. We must aim for resilience, but be prepared 
to adapt.      ***

THE ENDGAME OF THE CASHLESS SOCIETY By Peter Ewer
     Some of the negative consequences of the cashless 
society are appearing in that great social disaster 
experiment in Sweden:

“Only recently, Stefan Ingves, the current head of the 
Swedish central bank Riksbank, issued a statement 
warning the country that it could soon be faced with 
a situation where private sector banks have taken 
complete control over the national payment system. 
In his view, it’s something that’s not really desirable. 
Therefore, he called for new laws that would help 
to secure public control over any payment system, 
mainly because a working payments system is a 
“collective good” that benefits the general public as a 
whole. According to Ingves, the citizens have every 
right to not let control of payment systems go to 
private institutions, much less those that are financially 
interested, especially for certain things like public 
works and national defense. “Most citizens would feel 
uncomfortable to surrender these social functions to 
private companies,” he said. “It should be obvious 
that Sweden’s preparedness would be weakened if, in 
a serious crisis of war, we had not decided in advance 
how households and companies would pay for fuel, 
supplies and other necessities.”
Now based on online reports, these remarks 
have helped to bring ‘cashless society concerns’ 
mainstream in Sweden. In particular, a group called 
Kontantupproret, or Cash Rebellion, has come 
into prominence. Its leader, former national police 
commissioner Björn Eriksson, said that the central 
bank governor’s statements have helped swing things 

around for the group, which used to get dismissed as 
the voice of the technologically illiterate and those 
who were unwilling to “get with the times.”
In Eriksson’s view, a national cashless payment 
system could be used as a point of attack that would 
essentially cripple the nation. “When you have a fully 
digital system you have no weapon to defend yourself 
if someone turns it off,” he said. “If Putin invades 
Gotland [Sweden’s largest island] it will be enough for 
him to turn off the payments system. No other country 
would even think about taking these sorts of risks, they 
would demand some sort of analogue system.”
http://www.collapse.news/2018-04-29-sweden-reveals-why-a-cashless-
society-may-not-be-such-a-good-idea.html 

  The cashless society is not only vulnerable to crippling 
cyber-attacks, and in fact invites them, being too 
delicious a target to ignore, but also centralises finance 
beyond what we have presently, and what we have 
presently is problem enough. Add to this, that most 
people do not want a cashless society. Put on your fridge 
in the things to do list: “Oppose creation of cashless 
society in Australia.”     ***
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ALOR  ELECTRONIC  SERVICES

    Readers have already been informed about the move 
into filming forum discussions on Social Credit.  This 
is hoped to reach a different audience, especially the 
younger brigade who dislike attending meetings or 
reading articles.  The League has employed substantial 
funds to provide suitable equipment for the filming and 
editing for eventual availability via google’s  YouTube.   
here:   https://www.youtube.com/user/arnisluks13 
and here:  https://thecross-roads.org/ 
   Shortly, we will also be using an alternative to YouTube 
as video-hosting-provider.  Actionists are taking up the 
battle. It is all happening and now that 2018 is well under 
way, it is time to remind readers about donations to 
ensure the good work continues.  
     The current fund stands at $ 18 000  Thank you to 
those who have already donated and for those who wish 
to assist us reach the target of $60 000  please send your 
donations to our Office at Happy Valley SA  --  Nat Dir

THE POWER OF BEETROOT By Mrs Vera West
     Australians love beetroot on their burgers and steak 
sandwiches, but beetroot juice has important properties 
beyond tasting great. A study referred to in a recent 
NaturalNews.com. The abstract indicates that the nitrates 
from beetroot juice may help to lower blood pressure. 
For our vast numbers of science fans out there:

“Acute dietary nitrate (NO3−) supplementation 
reduces resting blood pressure in healthy 
normotensives. This response has been attributed to 
increased nitric oxide bioavailability and peripheral 
vasodilation, although nitric oxide also tonically 
inhibits central sympathetic outflow. We hypothesized 
that acute dietary NO3− supplementation using 
beetroot (BR) juice would reduce blood pressure and 
muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) at rest and 
during exercise... ... Collectively, these data provide 
proof of principle that acute BR supplementation 
can decrease central sympathetic outflow at rest and 
during exercise. Dietary NO3− supplementation may 
represent a novel intervention to target exaggerated 
sympathetic outflow in clinical populations.”
 https://www.physiology.org/doi/10.1152/ajpheart.00163.2017

  The short version of this Abstract is that nitrates in 
beetroot juice may act to decrease blood pressure by 
reducing overstimulation of the sympathetic nervous 
system. This overstimulation results in an increase 
heart rate and blood pressure as well as blood pressure 
constriction. Apart from the cardiovascular benefits of 
beetroot, the juice also aids in slowing down Alzheimer’s 
disease, as well as having anti-cancer properties. I 
presume that the whole beet has the same effect, and it 
is difficult to see how it could not, because where else 
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does the juice come from? So, I imagine that the way to 
go will be to get some fresh organic beetroots and wack 
them on your meal of green leafy vegetables, and lean 
meat. Who’s hungry now? I, by coincidence, have some 
beetroot spread from Coles, cost $2 for lunch sitting 
to my left of the computer, so this is as good a time as 
any to eat it. All political actionists, having high blood 
pressure from psycho-political warfare, need to eat 
beetroot!      ***

BASIC FUND 
AND ONLINE VIDEO FORUMS

     Our parent website is found here:  ‘alor.org’   
The front page shows the current issue of our weekly 
publication: On Target -  dissemination of the 'news'.  
You will also find a link at the top to NewTimes Survey 
where a current copy of this monthly publication resides.  
     NewTimes Survey focuses in detail on (Douglas) 
Social Credit - how individuals associate in society. 
     The searchable archives in our online-library show the 
previous 100+ years of scholarship of the Social Credit 
movement and also the 72 years of the ALOR. I would 
recommend you browse the expand-‘ing’ online-library 
to find many articles of interest from multiple authors. 
Also on the front page ‘alor.org’ you will find links in 
yellow to our two blog pages.  
‘blog.alor.org’ is the source of most articles for OnTarget. 
Blog ‘thecross-roads.org’ provides videos of our 
online forum where (Douglas) Social Credit, limited 
constitutional government and the rule of law are 
regularly discussed. You will also find our YouTube 
channel here: https://www.youtube.com/user/arnisluks13 where many 
other videos cover areas of interest for you.    
Most especially recomended - eminent constitutional 
lawyer Dr David Mitchell takes you through our 
Constitution in fine detail here: https://www.youtube.com/

playlist?list=PLE9VgGTeyMnOlqqNiYZN6V4TzTjskanhW  I hope this is of service to 
your ‘fight for freedom’ endeavours. --  Nat Dir


